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protein c and albumin (wild-type) bind to the protease activated receptor-1 (par1) on cell
membranes and form a complex with factor xa and factor va. this contributes to the inhibition of

factor xa by a variety of inhibitors, such as factors vii/viii, antithrombin, and protein c. activation of
par1 by thrombin results in the release of txa2 from endothelial cells. the ca2+-ionophore a23187
stimulates the release of txa2 from cultured human umbilical vein endothelial cells. txa2 causes
vasoconstriction and platelet activation. txa2 and the ca2+-ionophore serve as stimulations of

human umbilical vein endothelial cell in angiogenesis experiments. txa2 also stimulates
angiogenesis from explanted human saphenous vein, but not human dermis. similar to their

mcr_hardware_bridge counterpart, the mcr_memory_bridge are special devices designed by tom
callahan to replace the pmac memory ram chip. they are different than the mcr-phic chip used in the

brainbox emulation boards, because they are not plastic. the mcr_memory_bridge is designed for
replacing the memory card on a commodore 1541-compatible ccs disk drive. unlike the

mcr_hardware_bridge the mcr_memory_bridge does not require a custom device driver for the 1541
disk drive. you can simply load any of the three image files found on this page into a floppy disk

(which would be placed in a 1541 disk drive) and continue to use the disk drive normally. the mcr
200 is a dual channel dynamic ram chip, commonly used on the atari 2600 and c64, though an
improved replacement is available from our friends over at pin-logic. it uses a 6116 op-amp to

charge the holding capacitor, then use a comparator to check against the preset level, one of which
ranges from 0.55v to 0.82v. the chip outputs one of 5 levels corresponding to the approximate

voltage of the (preset) capacitor. the higher the voltage, the lower the level, and vice versa.
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i have yet to find a direct replacement for our 5v regulator (pg251t) for the stern spx. i suspect that
this was used in later boards. at least one replacement board (bj96a4) i have seen was built by a
different manufacturer and uses a ti ng2515rc5 (without the external divider capacitor). it has a
bootable gui and would be much easier to program than the stern spx if you do decide to use a

bj96a4 or later. generally, these boards tend to use a 4.7k resistor on u1 pin 27 for a clock. but this
is not the intended use of this pin. it is simply used to drive an led directly. if you wish to take this

pcb apart and replace the led with something else (for example a green-colored led), you will have to
remove the led from the pcb. this can be done with a sharp knife or using a soldering iron. this will in

turn allow you to permanently solder another component into the exact same location. see our
schematic below to see where and how. note that this may also require soldering a resistor to the pin
27 of u1, to supply enough current for the led. bring the hard drive, game rom, and mpu-200 board

into the pc and turn it on. find the first and the last rom chips that work. if you don't have a logic
probe, the oscilloscope will show you the full waveform. use the timing diagram to define the timing
of this part, then set the ram to write mode and clear it with the first rom on the board. the cpu can

run much faster, but it takes time to start and will not be needed while the game is being loaded. the
ay8912 is at address $0300. the cy8301 is at address $031f. the address of the ym2149 is $05e0.

use the 2.5v values from the data sheet as the values are not given. 5ec8ef588b
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